Film digitisation & archive experts, R3store Studios are proud to
present R3EL.com - an exciting new content licensing platform
R3EL.com is crewed by footage fanatics and will showcase rare 35mm film footage, lovingly digitised by its colleagues from
R3store Studios. It is aimed at film and archive professionals and all of its fantastic content is available to license in up to
4K. The company’s mission “to discover, digitise, and deliver the world’s greatest film footage” shows that its
knowledgeable and professional staff are truly dedicated to helping their clients find the perfect film footage for their
production.

R3EL’s collection consists of more than 90 hours of material from the Index Film and TV archive. Fellow footage fanatics
and archive specialists will know that this is famous for its huge selection of aviation and exotic location content from the
1950’s through to the late 1980’s. Furthermore the collection will also hold Dirk Bogarde’s personal film collection,
featuring many famous movie stars and behind the scenes material. R3el will also house the world’s largest collection of
NASA footage all available in HD, including many shots that have rarely been seen.
“Cataloguing and digitising the content within the R3el collection has been a mammoth effort”, commented Jo Griffin,
R3EL’s COO. “We sought to identify the gaps within the market that the established content providers don’t cater for and
feel we are creating this by the collections we now own and partner with.

Jo Griffin, from R3EL.com added: “R3EL is positioned as a people-centric company film of fanatics in a technically
competitive landscape. We want to provide a simple and clear message about what we want to do and how. The
company uses content craftsmanship to restore and preserve the world’s analogue libraries and to deliver this digitally
with beautifully curated clips in a few clicks. That is what the market needs”. Drop your details on the site and we’ll be in
touch when we launch or you can see R3EL.com exhibiting at Footage Market Place in London, June 13th 2018.
R3EL are looking for more exciting hidden away archives out there that need the R3EL touch. If you have an archive or
know of one please do get in touch and talk to us.
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